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RECRUITER MESSAGE 

RECRUITING BIO - Staff Sergeant Grant is a master badge recruiter serving the 19th Special  
Forces Group Recruiting and Retention mission since 2010.  His candidates are both local and out 
of state, prior service and civilian personnel who are pursuing a career working within Army Special 
Operations.   

In addition to his recruiting mission, he assists with the 19th Commander’s Retention and Attrition 
Management Program. 

 

 

 

RECRUITER MESSAGE: 
 

Most of the information that you are finding online about SF is old and out dated, further creating 
confusion and frustration. This is why I have created this guide, to provide you with current and  
relevant information about joining the 19th Special Forces Group. 
 
With the help and drive of my leadership, I have been able to effect some great changes within 19th 
Group Recruiting Operations, such as the “Try One” enlistment option for prior service  
personnel and re-working how we execute REP 63 contracts. This guide is your starting point to  
become familiar with the Enlistment and Training Pipeline for 19th Group. 
 
Since change is inevitable, this publication is updated and published annually.  It is important to  
continue your research and direct questions to me to fill in the gaps and provide you with answers. 
 
 
 
 

SSG Marty Grant 
Recruiting & Retention NCO for 
19th Special Forces Group (A) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The US Army Special Forces are strategic, multi-purpose units that are specifically organized, 
trained, and equipped to respond to various contingencies around the world. 

 

Unconventional Warfare (UW) remains unique to Special Forces.  The willingness to accept  
isolation and hardship defines the SF Soldier.  It has long been an Article of Faith, confirmed in 
over 50 years of worldwide operations, that if you can do the UW Missions, you can do all others.  
The objective of UW is expressed in the SF Motto, De Opresso Liber, to Free the Oppressed. 

 

Legend war fighters who also represent our nation in peace, these Warrior Diplomats are  
commonly known as the Green Berets.  As a military force, they leverage a relatively modest  
investment of manpower and resources to gain disproportionate benefits against the enemy. 

 

Working in small, well trained and equipped teams, they have an inherent operational efficiency.  
Through their small footprint approach, they are also better able to blend and associate more 
closely to indigenous populations. 

 

Green Beret’s play a central role in addressing the political complex and sensitive security  
challenges that face our nation.  Equally important, they facilitate and deliver precise military  
power when needed. 

 

19th Soldiers succeed due to their specialized training, skill, and their ability to combine  
indigenous manpower, popular support, and local area knowledge of operational areas. 

 

Under the broad scope of their capstone mission of Unconventional Warfare, they connect a  
variety of activities to target terrorist and constrain their operating space worldwide. 

 

By culture, tradition, and conscious choice, they continue to deploy around the world and conduct 
a vital role in the Global War on Terror.  Continuing with deliberate vigilance, they undertake the 
most difficult missions, helping those oppressed, and protecting America and the world from  
terrorism. 
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SPECIAL FORCES MISSIONS 

UW - Unconventional Warfare 

A broad spectrum of military and paramilitary operations conducted in enemy-held,  
enemy-controlled or politically sensitive territory.  UW includes, but is not limited to, the  
interrelated fields of guerilla warfare, evasion and escape, subversion, sabotage, and other  
operations of a low visibility, covert or clandestine nature.  Conduct a broad spectrum of military 
and paramilitary operations; Long-duration, indirect activities including guerrilla warfare and other 
offensive, low visibility, or clandestine operations; Mostly conducted by indigenous forces  
organized, trained, equipped, supported, and directed in varying degrees by special operations 
forces. 

 

DA - Direct Action 

Direct Action either overt or covert action against an enemy force.  Seize, damage, or destroy a 
target; capture or recover personnel or material in support of strategic/operational objectives or 
conventional forces.  May require raids, ambushes, direct assault tactics; emplace mines and  
other munitions; conduct standoff attacks by firing from air, ground, or maritime platforms;  
designate or illuminate targets for precision-guided munitions; support for cover and deception  
operations; or conduct independent sabotage normally inside enemy-held territory. 

 

SR - Special Reconnaissance 

Special Forces teams are infiltrated behind enemy lines to provide the theater commander with 
intelligence on the enemy or to gather information on the terrain, local populace, etc. of an area. 
Verify, through observation or other collection methods, information concerning enemy  
capabilities, intentions, and activities in support of strategic operational objectives or conventional 
forces.  Reconnaissance and surveillance actions conducted at strategic or operational levels to 
complement national and theater-level collection efforts.  Collect meteorological, hydrographic,  
geographic, and demographic data; provide target acquisition, area assessment, and post-strike 
reconnaissance data. 

 

FID - Foreign Internal Defense 

FID operations are designed to help friendly developing nations by working with host country  
military and police forces to improve their technical skills, understanding of human rights issues, 
and to help with humanitarian and civic action projects.  FID missions assist another government 
in any action program taken to free and protect its society from subversion, lawlessness, and  
insurgency.  U.S. government interagency activity to foster internal development of economic,  
social, political, and military segments of a nations structure.  Train, advise, and assist host-nation 
military and paramilitary forces. 
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SPECIAL FORCES MISSIONS 

CT - Counter Terrorism 

Offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism. Preempt or resolve terrorist 
incidents.  Interagency activity using highly specialized capabilities. 

 

PSYOP - Psychological Operations 

Induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and behavior favorable to U.S. objectives.  Influence  
emotions, motives, and behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and individuals. 

 

CA - Civil Affairs 

Establish, maintain, influence, or exploit relations among military forces, civil authorities, and  
civilian populations to facilitate military operations.  May be conducted as stand-alone operations 
or in support of a larger force and may include military forces assuming functions normally the  
responsibility of the local government. 

 

Coalition Warfare / Support 
Ensures the ability of a wide variety of foreign troops to work together effectively, in a wide variety 
of military exercises or operations such as Operation Desert Storm.  Draws upon the SOF  
soldier's maturity, military skills, language skills and cultural awareness. 

 

Humanitarian and Civic Action (HCA): 

SOF soldiers' diversified military skills, language capabilities and cultural training make them a 
natural choice for supporting humanitarian and civic action Operations. 
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ENLISTMENT QUALIFICATIONS 

Non-Prior Service Personnel (18X / REP 63) 
 

Non-Prior Service Personnel desiring to volunteer for Special Forces duty must meet the following  
requirements: 

 

 18-35 years of age (must enlist and ship before 35th birthday) 

 Must enlist in a non-18 series feeder MOS that is compatible with the MOS  
requirements of the 19th.  The only authorized feeder MOS is 11B Infantry. 

 Qualify and volunteer for Airborne Training.  Must pass Airborne Physical at 
MEPS 

 U.S. Citizen (non-waiverable) 

 Must have the following minimum ASVAB Scores: GT 110 

 Have a High School Diploma or GED 

 Must be eligible for a SECRET clearance 

 Sign a DA 4856 Statement of Understanding to be offered the Special Forces 
Contract. (Example next page) 
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ENLISTMENT QUALIFICATIONS 

Prior Service Personnel 
 
Prior Service enlisted and officers (Army, Marine, Air Force, and Navy) volunteering for Army National 
Guard Special Forces duty will meet the following requirements: 
 

 Must be qualified in or agree to become qualified in a non-18 MOS that is compatible with the  
requirements of the 19th Special Forces Group. 

 Qualify and volunteer for Airborne Training 

 Between grades of E3 - E6 with no more than 14 years time in service 

 E7 must have no more than 12 years time in service and 9 months time-in-grade and be either airborne 
or ranger qualified.  E7 must attend the SFAS course within 180 days of volunteering and also be  
available to have a PCS to the SFQC within 6 months of selection from the SFAS course. 

 Officer applicants must be a 1st Lieutenant promotable (O-2P) or Captain (O-3).  Captains must  
complete SFAS prior to reaching two years time in grade. 

 Must meet the following medical eligibility requirements: applicants with status require Chapter 5  
Physical, applicants without status require Chapter 2 physical. All applicants must be approved for 
Special Forces Training by the Special Forces Battalion Surgeon prior to attending SFAS. 

 Must be a US Citizen 

 High School Diploma or GED 

 Must have the following minimum ASVAB Scores: GT 110 

 Enlisted candidates must have or be eligible for a SECRET security clearance 

 Officer candidates must be eligible for a TOP SECRET security clearance. 

 Participate in a Special Forces Readiness Evaluation (SFRE) and receive a favorable recommendation 
to attend Special Forces Training from the sponsoring Special Forces Company. 

 

PS will enlist with a 1 year or “Try One” contract in accordance with  
PPOM #16-012 (next page).   

 

You will be given 1 year to pass the SFRE and SFAS.  If selected, you will be  
required to extend your enlistment for 3 years in order to go to the  

Special Forces Qualification Course. 
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PRIOR SERVICE BASIC COMBAT TRAINING 

During FY 17, the Department of the Army implemented the Prior Service Basic 
Combat Training Course (PSBCT).  Which is a requirement for all prior US Navy 
and US Air Force enlisted members. 

 

All prior service personnel who have had a break in service of 3 years or more, will 
be required to attend PSBCT, regardless of which service they have come from.  
The 3 year clock does not start until you have completed your Inactive Ready  
Reserve (IRR) obligation. 

 

PSBCT Policy Memorandum (next page) 
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SPECIAL FORCES READINESS EVALUATION 

The Special Forces Readiness Evaluation (SFRE) is a 3 day event to assesses prior service and 
current service members’ potential as a candidate to attend Special Forces Assessment and  
Selection (SFAS). 

Successful completion of the SFRE is mandatory in order to receive orders for SFAS.  The SFRE 
is setup up similar to SFAS, you’ll never know how you are doing until it is over.  No electronic  
devices are authorized, meaning no GPS, cell phones, or watches.  You’ll never hear a time being 
called out or if you are passing the event. 

In the vast majority of cases, individuals who perform well during the SFRE also perform well at 
SFAS. 

 

The SFRE is not preparation for SFAS, it is simply and indicator. 

 

DAY 1 

 Army Physical Fitness Test 

 

DAY 2 

 12 Mile Ruck 

 30’ Rope Climb 

 Pull Up Event 

 

DAY 3 

 5 Mile Run 

 Individual Counseling 

 

 

Between the SFRE events, there is various classroom instruction discussing land navigation, 
physical fitness training and conditioning, the SF Training Pipeline, Q & A, and the latest info from 
recent SFAS selectees. 

 

If needed, lodging is provided and you must be on military orders to attend. 
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SPECIAL FORCES READINESS EVALUATION 

The S.F.R.E. is for prior service and currently serving SM’s only. 

Civilians are not authorized to attend the S.F.R.E 

 

 

S.F.R.E DATES 

 OCT 2017  13-15 

 NOV 2017  17-19 

 DEC 2017  NONE 

 JAN 2018  5-7 

 FEB 2018  9-11 

 MAR 2018  16-18 

 APR 2018  20-22 

 MAY 2018  18-20 

 JUN 2018  14-16 

 JUL 2018  NONE 

 AUG 2018  10-12 

 SEP 2018  NONE 
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SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL DETACHMENT ALPHA 

(SFODA) 

18A - ODA COMMANDER 

Major Duties:  The 18A is a Captain responsible for mission organization, outfitting his team and the debriefing of  
mission objectives.  Commands or serves on the staff of Special Forces units.  Serves in positions requiring general 
Special Forces experience or training.  Serves as a Commander, Staff Officer, Advisor, Exchange Officer, Plans and 
Operations Officer, and service school instructor in positions requiring Special Forces experience or training.   
Conducts area studies of potential operational areas, acquiring detailed knowledge of their geography, economy,  
political structure, armed forces, and history.  Develops and maintains foreign language capability.  Plans, controls 
and executes foreign internal defense, strike operations, strategic reconnaissance, unconventional warfare, and other 
related special operations.  Develops interpersonal and communicative skills to facilitate interaction with foreign  
officers, soldiers, and civilians.  

 

180A - WARRANT OFFICER / ASSISTANT ODA COMMANDER 

Major Duties:  The 180A acts as the assistant detachment commander.  He prepares to take the lead whenever the 
Commander is absent or non-functional, or if a mission calls for the ODA to be split into two teams.  Special Forces 
Warrant Officers are combat leaders and manage all aspects of Special Forces operations in all operational  
environments.  Supports Joint and Army strategic, operational, and tactical requirements at all levels of execution as 
concerns mission planning, development, and execution of special operations worldwide.  Is responsible for the  
conduct of unconventional warfare, intelligence collection and strategic reconnaissance, collective security, strike  
operations, and counter terrorism operations; supports psychological, civil affairs, and deception requirements; and 
the conduct of other missions, relative to Special Forces capabilities, as directed.  The 180A serves as the XO during 
split team operations.  The 180A has to have been on an ODA for at least three years in a normal 18 series MOS  
before putting in a packet and must have a GT line score of 110 or higher.  

 

18Z - OPERATIONS SERGEANT 

Major Duties:  The Operations Sergeant is responsible for the overall organization, functionality and training of an SF 
team.  He makes sure the team is outfitted correctly and supports the ODA Commander.  Supervises, instructs and 
serves as the senior enlisted member for all SF activities.  Trains and maintains proficiency in all major duties  
associated with Special Forces.  Performs administrative, operational and training duties during tasks organization of 
the ODA in mission preparation (isolation) and during operations.  Performs Joint, Combined and Coalition planning 
and supervises operations for higher headquarters, major commands and joint commands.  Performs senior  
leadership, staff, and training functions within Special Forces.  

 

18F - ASSISTANT OPERATIONS / INTELLIGENCE NCO 

Major Duties:  Since many SF missions require being behind the lines in hostile areas, each team is given an 18F 
Intelligence Specialist.  Employs conventional and unconventional warfare tactics and techniques in intelligence  
collection and processing.  Trains and maintains proficiency in all major duties.  Provides tactical and technical  
guidance to the Detachment Commander, indigenous and allied personnel.  Plans, organizes, trains, advises, assists 
and supervises indigenous and allied personnel on collection and processing of intelligence information.  Performs 
intelligence and operational duties when task organized in preparation (isolation) for special missions and during  
operations.  Writes operation plans and combat orders, and supporting annexes.  Conducts briefings, brief-backs and 
debriefings.  Establishes intelligence nets, conducts agent handling and prepares agent reports within the operational 
area.  Capable of establishing identify through fingerprinting.  Processes prisoners of war, writes and establishes  
security plan and performs security duties.  Maintains all classified documents in the operational area and establishes 
destruction and evacuation plans.  
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SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL DETACHMENT ALPHA 

(SFODA) 

18B - Weapons Sergeant 

SF Weapons Sergeants are the weapons specialists on the team.  They’re capable of operating and maintaining a 
wide variety of U.S., Allied, and other foreign weaponry.  Some of the tasks may include maintaining proficiency with 
all foreign high-density light and heavy weapons, selecting weapons placement and sites, and assigning targets and 
areas of fire. 

 

18C - Engineering Sergeant 

SF Engineering Sergeants are specialists across a wide range of disciplines.  Some of your tasks may include  
working in demolitions, explosives, land and water navigational duties, field fortification, bridging, rigging,  
reconnaissance, and sabotage operations. 

 

18D - Medical Sergeant 

SF Medical Sergeants are considered to be the finest first-response and trauma medical technicians in the world. 
Though they’re primarily trained with an emphasis on trauma medicine, they also have a working knowledge of  
dentistry, veterinary care, public sanitation, water quality and optometry. 

 

18E - Communications Sergeant 

SF Communications Sergeants operate every kind of communications gear, from encrypted satellite communications 
systems to old style high-frequency (HF) More Code Systems.  They also have serious computer/networking skills 
and know several computer languages. 
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18 SERIES ENTRY POSITIONS 

MOS 18B - Special Operations Weapons Sergeant 
 
MAJOR DUTIES: 

The Special Operations Weapons Sergeant employs conventional and unconventional warfare tactics and techniques 
in individual and small unit infantry operations. 
 

 Trains and maintains proficiency in all Major Duties. 

 Employs highly demanding conventional and high-risk unconventional warfare tactics and techniques in the  
employment of individual domestic, foreign small arms, light and heavy crew served weapons, anti-aircraft and 
anti-armor weapons. 

 Supervises and performs construction of hasty fortifications and controls execution of tactical conventional and 
unconventional operational employment and functioning of all types of U.S. light weapons (up to and including the 
50 cal MG), U.S. heavy weapons (up to and including the 4.2 in and 120mm mortar and 106mm RR,  
man-portable air defense weapons and U.S. tactical operations. 

 Maintains proficiency with the employment and functions of all foreign high-density light and heavy weapons. 

 Man portable air defense and anti-armor weapons. 

 Evaluates terrain, selects weapons emplacements, sites, and assigns targets and areas of fire. 

 Reads, interprets, and prepares combat orders. 
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18 SERIES ENTRY POSITIONS 

MOS 18C - Special Operations Engineer Sergeant 
 
MAJOR DUTIES: 

The Special Operations Engineer employs conventional and unconventional warfare tactics and techniques in combat 
engineering and maintains detachment engineer equipment and supplies. 
 

 Trains and maintains proficiency in all Major Duties. 

 Performs and maintains proficiency in all Major Duties. 

 Performs and teaches tasks in demolitions, explosives, improvised munitions, U.S. and foreign landmines, mine 
countermine operations, construction, field fortifications, bridging, rigging, electrical wiring, reconnaissance, target 
analysis and civil action projects. 

 Instructions and performs land and water navigation duties by interpreting maps, overlays, photos, charts and 
using standard and non-standard navigation techniques and equipment. 

 Plans, teaches, and performs sabotage operations with standard, non-standard, and improvised munitions and 
explosives. Plans, prepares and conducts the target portion of the area study and conducts briefings, brief backs, 
and debriefings. 

 Supervises combat engineering functions when conducting split-detachment operations and missions. 
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18 SERIES ENTRY POSITIONS 

MOS 18D - Special Operations Medical Sergeant 
 
MAJOR DUTIES: 

The Special Operations Medical Sergeant employs conventional and unconventional warfare tactics and techniques 
in providing medical care and treatment. 
 

 Trains and maintains proficiency in all Major Duties. 

 Ensures detachment medical preparation and maintains medical equipment and supplies. 

 Provides examination and care to detachment members and establishes temporary, fixed, and unconventional 
warfare medical facilities to support operations with emergency, routine, and long term medical care. 

 Provides initial medical screening and evaluation of allied and indigenous personnel. 

 Manages detachment, allied, or indigenous patient, administration, admission, and discharge, care, laboratory, 
and pharmacological requirements and the initiation, maintenance and transfer or records. 

 Orders, stores, catalogs, safeguards, and distributes medical supplies, equipment, and pharmaceutical products. 

 Supervises medical care and treatment during split detachment missions. 

 Operates a combat laboratory and treats emergency and trauma patients in accordance with established surgical 
protocols. 

 Diagnoses and treats various medical, dermatological, pediatric, infectious, and obstetric conditions using  
appropriate medications, intravenous fluid support, and physical measures. 

 Develops and provides medical intelligence as required. 
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18 SERIES ENTRY POSITIONS 

MOS 18E - Special Operations Communications Sergeant 
 
MAJOR DUTIES: 

The Special Operations Communications Sergeant employs conventional and unconventional warfare tactics and 
techniques in communications. 
 

 Trains and maintains proficiency in all major duties. 

 Organizes, trains, advises, and supervises indigenous and allied personnel in the installation, utilization, and  
operation of radio equipment, radio nets, standard and expedient antenna systems and wire communications. 

 Proficient in and the instruction of the installation, operation, and employment of FM, AM, VHF, UHF, and SHF 
radio communication systems to transmit and receive radio messages in voice, continuous wave, and burst code 
radio nets. 

 Responsible for the establishment and maintenance of detachment tactical and operational communications and 
communication equipment. 

 Plans, prepares, and assists in the communications targets portion of the area study, prepares and assists in 
briefings, brief backs and debriefings. 

 Supervises the communication functions when in split detachment configuration for special operations or  
missions. 

 Conducts C-E duties when task-organized in preparation (isolation) for missions and during operations, and  
advises the detachment commander on all communications matters. 
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SPECIAL FORCES TRAINING PIPELINE 

ENLIST 
RSP 

Recruit Sustainment  
Program 

OSUT 
BCT/11B Infantry 

AIRBORNE 
SCHOOL 

SFPC 
Special Forces 

Preparatory Course 

SFQC 
Special Forces 

Qualification Course 

SFAS 
Special Forces 

Assessment and Selection 

REP 63 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 

ENLIST 
Try One Contract 

PSBCT 
PS Basic Combat Training 

(if applicable) 

SFRE 
Special Forces 

Readiness Evaluation 

SFAS 
Special Forces  

Assessment and Selection 

BLC 
Basic Leader Course 

(NCO Academy) 

SFQC 
Special Forces 

Qualification Course 

AIRBORNE 
SCHOOL 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 

PRIOR SERVICE 
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SPECIAL FORCES ASSESSMENT & SELECTION 

The Special Forces Assessment and Selection (SFAS) course is one of the most grueling  
selection processes in the Army.  The multiweek course is run by the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy 
Special Warfare Center and School at Fort Bragg/Camp Mackall, NC.  The SFAS course is  
designed to reliably predict successful completion of the Special Forces Qualification Course 
(SFQC) and for service in the 1st Special Forces Regiment.  SFAS utilizes an individual-focused 
assessment process that is designed to select candidates who are capable of meeting the  
requirements of the SFQC (trainable) and suitable for service in the regiment. 

SFAS is a systematic procedure for evaluating candidates against job-related dimensions that are 
specific to the Special Forces regiment and the operational environments in which they serve.  
The job-related dimensions are the Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) attributes derived 
from a collaborative effort that includes input from 12 SOF models, working groups and a SOF  
symposium.  

The assessment process is both performance- and behavior-based.  

OBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE: 
The objective performance-based assessment is conducted in two distinct phases: individual  
inventories and individual application.  

SUBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE: 
The subjective behaviorally based assessment is conducted in a team application phase.  The 
team application phase is designed to produce observable and measurable behaviors that can be 
related to the ARSOF attributes.  The measurements are applied with weighted effects to the  
ARSOF attributes to develop a whole-man profile used to holistically assess and select Special 
Forces candidates. 

Suitability to attend SFQC is determined by assessing the Soldier's ability throughout SFAS on 
the attributes of: intelligence, physical fitness, motivation, trainability, judgment and influence. 

At the end of the program, a board meets to select those Soldiers most qualified to attend SFQC 
(selection at SFAS is good for 24 months). 

Be prepared for anything at SFAS.  This is the place where "your mind is your best weapon."  
Perfect physical condition alone will not get you through SFAS. SFAS also allows each Soldier the 
opportunity to make a meaningful and educated decision about SF and his career plan. 

When you report to Fort Bragg, NC, you should be at 100 percent physical ability with zero  
percent stress level.  Any of the following might cause you additional and unneeded stress while 
attending SFAS. 

 Your spouse or family is not in agreement with you
 You have financial problems at home
 You or a family member have medical problems
 You're not sure SF is what you want
 You have low self-esteem or a lack of motivation
 You are not in top physical shape for SFAS
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SPECIAL FORCES COURSES

18X

Special Forces Preparatory Course (SFPC) AC  RC  X

Course Number: 011-F82 Location: Fort Benning, Ga. Clearance: Interim Secret 
Class Size: 120 Iterations: 8 per year Course Duration:19 days

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Scope: Designed to optimize 18X and REP-63 (National Guard) Soldiers physical and mental performance and preparation for 
successful completion of the SFAS course.

Course Description: The program utilizes a holistic approach to physical conditioning that includes nutrition, hydration, injury 
prevention and rehabilitation and exercise program development. Additional areas of emphasis include the progressive develop-
ment of the skills necessary for land navigation and leadership in dynamic and complex environments.

Assessment and Selection

Special Forces Assessment and Selection (SFAS) AC  RC  O  E
Course Number: 2E-F129/011-F44 Location: Fort Bragg, N.C.  Clearance: Interim Secret 
Class Size: 400 Iterations: 10 per year Course Duration: 3 weeks 3 days 

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Scope: The SFAS course is designed to reliably predict successful completion of the SFQC and for service in the Special Forces 
Regiment. SFAS utilizes an individual-focused assessment process that is designed to select candidates capable of meeting the 
requirements of the SFQC (trainable) and suitable for service in the regiment.

Course Description: SFAS uses four broad dimensions of assessment to include intellect, social, character and physical, which 
are integrated and evaluated utilizing a Whole Man approach. Numerous knowledge, skills, abilities and other characteristics 
load on the four dimensions to build a comprehensive assessment of the candidate’s potential. A core competency model, ARSOF 
attributes, serve as the vehicle to collect, evaluate and present the objective and subjective data in a manner to facilitate selection 
decision methodology.

Legend
AC Active Component A  Allied (International Students) O  Officer W  Warrant Officer

RC  Reserve Component S  Sister Service E  Enlisted X  18X

SOF  ARSOF R  Regionally Alligned Forces (Conventional)
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SFQC Phase 1 – Introduction to Unconventional Warfare AC  RC  O  E

Course Number: 2E-F253/011-F95 Location: Fort Bragg, N.C.  Clearance: Interim Secret 
Class Size: 240 Iterations: 6 per year Course Duration: 6 weeks 

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Course Description: Phase 1 of the SFQC is the intro to UW, a six-week introduction to Special Forces, which establishes an under-
standing of unconventional warfare to successfully participate in Robin Sage as guerrillas. Introduction to Special Forces and C2 architec-
tures of the Command, Introduction to Unconventional Warfare, SF History, SF Attributes, Methods of Instruction, Nine Principal Tasks 
of SF, Land Navigation, Introduction to Human Dynamics (THOR3, Adaptive Thinking and Leadership and Regional Analysis), the 
course falls under the auspices of the 4th Battalion, 1st Special Warfare Training Group (A). The course is separated into five modules. 

SFQC Phase 2 – Small Unit Tactics (SUT) AC  RC  O  E

Course Number: 2E-F254/011-F96 Location: Fort Bragg, N.C. Clearance: Secret 
Class Size: 240 Iterations: 6 per year Course Duration: 13 weeks 

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Course Description: Phase 2 of the Special Forces Qualification Course includes an in-depth study of and practicum related to small-
unit tactics and operations; and provides the tactical combat skills required to successfully operate on an SFODA. Students will master 
the following tactical skills: basic and advanced combat rifle marksmanship, small-unit tactics, Special Forces common tasks, urban-
warfare operations, Special Forces mission analysis, Advanced Special Operations Level 1 techniques, sensitive-site exploitation proce-
dures, military decision making process, tactical operations orders and Survival Evasion Resistance and Escape Level-C training.

SFQC Phase 3 – MOS Training AC  RC  O  E

Course Number: varies, see descriptions Location: Fort Bragg, N.C. Clearance: Secret  
Class Size: ~48 (40 18D, 24 18A) Iterations: 6 per year Course Duration: 16 Weeks 

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Course Description: Each Soldier attending the SFQC is assigned to one of five Special Forces Career Management Field 18, 
Military Occupational Specialties for enlisted Soldiers or Area of Concentration (Branch 18) for officers: Special Forces Detach-
ment Commander (18A); Special Forces Weapons Sergeant (18B); Special Forces Engineer Sergeant (18C); Special Forces Medical 
Sergeant (18D); or Special Forces Communications Sergeant (18E).

Special Forces Qualification Course (SFQC)

O

E

PHASE 1
Intro to UW

6 weeks

 » SF Culture
 » Introduction to Unconventional
Warfare (UW)
 » SF Principle Tasks & Mission
Command
 » Land Navigation
 » SF History
 » Adaptive Leader Methodology
 » Method of Instruction
 » Wellness Screening and Assessment
 » Family Programs
 » ARSOF Core Attributes

PHASE 2
SUT/SERE
13 weeks

 » Small Unit Tactics
 » Advanced Marksmanship
 » Special Forces Common Skills
 » Urban Operations
 » Sensitive Site Exploitation (SSE)
 » Military Decision Making
Process (MDMP)
 » Survival, Evasion, Resistance
and Escape (SERE)

PHASE 3
MOS

16 weeks

 » 18 A: Detachment Officer Course
 » 18 B: Weapons Sergeant
 » 18 C: Engineer Sergeant
 » 18 D: Medical Sergeant
 » 18 E: Communications Sergeant

The 67 week (18D adds 36 weeks to SFQC length) qualification course consists of six sequential phases of training. 
Upon completion of the course Soldiers earn the right to join the Special Forces brotherhood, wear the Special Forces 
tab and don the Green Beret. 
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Special Forces Qualification Course (SFQC)

18A: Special Forces Detachment Officer (2E-18A) AC  RC  O

Course Number: 2E-F253/011-F95

Purpose: To train selected officers in the critical branch (18A) tasks and competencies required to perform the duties of a 
detachment commander of a Special Forces ODA.

Course Description: Focuses on the full operational spectrum of problem analysis and resolution design associated with SF 
core missions across the elements of national power spectrum. Duties and functional-area familiarization of the 18 series 
MOSs: communications, engineer, medical, weapons, intelligence; the military decision making process; special-operations 
mission planning; adaptive thinking and leadership; special reconnaissance; direct action; unconventional warfare; foreign 
internal defense; counterinsurgency operations; military operations in urban terrain; interagency operations; warrior skills; 
advanced special operations skills; OPFUND management; elements of national power considerations; culture; in-depth 
core mission analysis; information operations, planning and conduct of ODA training; and three field-training exercises.

18B: Weapons Sergeant (011-18B30-C45) AC  RC  E

Course Number: 2E-F253/011-F95 

Prerequisites: Students must have successfully passed the SF Orientation Course, SUT and SERE before entering MOS train-
ing. Any variation from these prerequisites requires a waiver from the Commanding General, USAJFKSWCS.

Purpose: To train selected Soldiers in the critical MOS and skill level tasks and competencies required to perform the duties 
of a Special Forces weapons sergeant on an SFODA.

Course Description: Direct- and Indirect-fire systems and procedures: mortars, light/heavy weapons, sniper systems, anti-
armor systems, forward observer and fire direction center procedures, close-air support; warrior skills; combatives; plan and 
conduct training; field training exercises.

Module A Light Weapons: The purpose of this module is to produce a weapons sergeant capable of employing, maintain-
ing and engaging targets with select U.S. and foreign pistols, rifles, shotguns, submachine guns and machine guns and 
grenade launchers.

Module B Heavy Weapons: the purpose of this module is to produce a weapons sergeant capable of employing, maintaining 
and engaging targets with select U.S. and foreign anti-armor weapons, crew-served weapons, mortars and in the utilization 
of observed fire procedures.

– OFFICER  –
SF TEAM LEADER

Awarded 18A 
(SF Branch)

– ENLISTED –   
SF NCO

Awarded 18 
B/C/D/E 

(SF MOS/ALC)

PHASE 4
Robin Sage

4 weeks

 » UW Practicum 
 – Guerrilla Warfare
 – Support of a Resistance 
Movement
 – Air Operations

– Deliberate UW Mission 
Analysis and Planning
 – SF Infiltration and 
Exfiltration Techniques
 – Rapport Building

– Negotiation and Mediation
– Advanced Special 

Operations Level 1 (PE)
 – Language and Culture 
Application

PHASE 5
Language and Culture

25 weeks

 » BSOLT CAT 1 & 2: French,
Indonesian-Bahasa, Spanish. 
 » BSOLT CAT 3 & 4: Arabic,
Chinese-Mandarin, Dari, 
Korean, Pashto, Persian-
Farsi, Russian, Tagalog, Thai, 
and Urdu
 » Control of Interpreters
 » Progressive PT Program

PHASE 6
Graduation and MFF

5 weeks

 » Regimental Indoctrination
 » Operational Group Assignment
 » Introduction to Group Command
Team
 » Individual Academic
Achievement Awards
 » Award of the Special Forces Tab
and “Green Beret”
 » Credentialed as an SF Officer or
NCO
 » Military Free Fall Parachutist
Course (4 weeks)
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Module C Tactics: The purpose of this module is to produce a weapons sergeant proficient in SF and light-infantry tactics 
through platoon-level in a FID environment. This encompasses mounted operations, base defense and weapons employ-
ment techniques.
Tactics FTX: This module develops the student’s knowledge, skills and understanding of the SF weapons sergeant on tactics, 
techniques and procedures that affects mission planning as it pertains to SF operations. This will increase the student’s un-
derstanding of his operational environment. 

18C: Engineer Sergeant (011-18C30-C45) AC  RC  E

Course Number: 2E-F253/011-F95 
Prerequisite: Students must have successfully passed the SF Orientation Course, SUT and SERE before entering MOS 
training. Any variation from these prerequisites requires a waiver from the Commanding General, USAJFKSWCS.
Purpose: To train selected Soldiers in the critical MOS and skill level (18C) tasks and competencies required to perform the 
duties of a Special Forces engineer sergeant on a SFODA.
Course Description: Basic military construction techniques and procedures; basic and intermediate demolitions; UXO/
IED; target analysis/interdiction and mission planning; plan and conduct training; and field-training exercises.
Module A. Special Operations Construction: To provide students with knowledge and training in the role of an SF engineer; 
blueprints (read/design); construction of a masonry wall; welding; concrete construction,types and siting of obstacles, wire 
obstacles, fighting positions, bunkers and shelters, camp construction/fortification, heavy equipment operations, electrical 
wiring, plumbing and logistical operations.
Module B. Demolitions: To provide students with baseline knowledge of explosives theory, their characteristics and com-
mon uses, calculates for various types of charges and standard methods of priming and placing these charges. Lesson plans 
includes explosive entry techniques, demolition material, demolition safety, firing systems, calculation and placement of 
charges, expedient charges and range operations.
Module C. UXO/IED: To provide students with knowledge and skills in the construction, demolition and emplacement of 
special-purpose munitions and unexploded ordnance, including IEDs. Homemade explosives.
Module D. Reconnaissance: To provide students with knowledge and training in target analysis/interdiction and mission planning.
Module E. Engineer Field Training Exercise: The Engineer FTX tests the student's knowledge and tactical application of criti-
cal tasks learned throughout the previous modules. 

18D: Medical Sergeant (011-18D30-C45) AC  RC  E

Course Number: 2E-F253/011-F95 
Additional Phase 3 18D Prerequisites: Successful completion of the Special Operations Combat Medic (SOCM) course 
no more than two years prior to entering the 18D Medical Sergeant course. 
Purpose: To train selected Soldiers in the critical MOS and skill level (18D30) tasks and competencies required to perform 
the duties of a Special Forces Medical Sergeant on an SFODA.
Course Description: Medical sergeants specialize in trauma management, infectious diseases, cardiac life support and 
surgical procedures, with a basic understanding of veterinary and dental medicine. Both general healthcare and emergency 
healthcare are stressed in training.
Medical sergeants provide emergency, routine and long-term medical care for detachment members and associated allied 
members and host-nation personnel; establish field medical facilities to support unconventional-warfare operations; provide 
veterinary care; prepare the medical portion of area studies, back briefs and operation plans and orders. Soldiers selected for 
MOS 18D attend 250 days of advanced medical training including Special Operation Combat Medic course which includes 
two months trauma rotation in hospital emergency rooms and nationally accredited emergency medical technician para-
medic program. They can recruit, organize, train and advise or command indigenous combat forces up to company size. 

18E: Communications Sergeant (011-18E30-C45) AC  RC  E

Course Number: 2E-F253/011-F95 
Prerequisite: Students must have successfully passed the SF Orientation Course, SUT and SERE before entering MOS 
training. Any variation from these prerequisites requires a waiver from the Commanding General, USAJFKSWCS. 
Purpose: To train selected Soldiers in the critical MOS and skill level (18E) tasks and competencies required to perform the 
duties of an SF communications sergeant on an SFODA.
Course Description: The course provides training in computer applications (A+, NET+, SEC+), satellite radios, antenna 
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theory and radio wave propagation. Soldiers will learn how to construct field-expedient antennas, employing communica-
tions procedures and techniques and communicate through HF, VHF and UHF spectrums, all culminating with a field 
training exercise. The goal is to develop a world-class SF communicator capable of employing, accessing and familiar with 
SF, joint and interagency communications.
Module A. Administrative Module: The Administrative Module contains course content, administrative procedures, grading 
and evluation criteria. Conduct book issue of course references, Airborne Operations and  performance counseling. 
Module B. Computer Applications: The Computer Applications Module instruct the soldiers to become proficient in comput-
er applications A+ training, NET+ training and SECnet+training. The A+ training provides soldiers the training necessary 
to troubleshoot and repair basic computer components, hard drives, power supplies, motherbords, video cards and other 
internal components of a computer. The Net+ training provides Soldiers the training necessary to network computers in a 
LAn and WAN and setting up servers and routers. The SECnet+ training provides Soldiers the training necessary to secure 
the systems over the network. Soldiers are also taught the Mission Planning Kit (MPK)/(SOMPE-G) and SOF Deployable 
Node (SDN) systems.
Module C: Communications Procedures: The Communications Procedure Module instructs the soldiers on basic communi-
cations fundamentals such as Basic Radio Theory, Basic Electricity, Radio Telephone Procedures, Signal Operating Instruc-
tions, Communication Security, Power Applications, Secure Systems, Field Maintenance, and Antenna Theory and Radio 
Wave Propagation. 
Module D. Radios Common to the Army: The Radios Common to the Army module instructs students on the operation of 
radios and radio secure systems common to army units such as the AN/PRC-148 (JEM), AN/PRC119F, and the AN/PYQ-
10 Simple Key Loader (SKL).
Module E. Field Performance Exam MAX GAIN: The field performance module instructs soldiers how to plan, conduct and 
use Special Forces Communications Systems. It measures the soldiers’ ability and proficiency through testing and grading 
in the use, techniques, and procedures of the equipment that was taught through-out the Special Forces Communications 
Sergeant Course. The soldiers must achieve a passing grade to become qualified.

SFQC Phase 4 – Unconventional Warfare Culmination Exercise (CULEX) AC  RC  O  E
Course Number: 2E-F255/011-F97 Location: Fort Bragg, N.C. Clearance: Secret 
Class Size: 144 Iterations: 6 per year Course Duration: 4 weeks 

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Purpose: To train, evaluate and qualify students in Special Forces skills acquired in individual and MOS training necessary to 
perform their duties on a Special Forces Operational Detachment Alpha including mission planning, advanced special operations, 
interagency operations, unconventional-warfare phases, organization and planning and UW culmination practicum. 

Course Description: Soldiers must put all of the skills they have learned throughout the SFQC to successfully navigate the unconvention-
al-warfare environment during Robin Sage . Robin Sage has been the litmus test for Soldiers striving to earn the coveted Green Beret for 
more than 40 years. Students are organized into Special Forces Operational Detachments-Alpha. The SFODA is trained and mentored 
throughout the exercise from mission receipt through planning and infiltration by combat-proven Special Forces operators. Students are 
taught the necessary skills to survive and succeed in a UW environment consisting of a notional country characterized by political insta-
bility and armed conflict that forces Soldiers to exercise both individual and collective problem solving. A key to the success of the Robin 
Sage training is its real-world feel that is established by the use of guerrilla forces. The SFODA must assess the combat effectiveness of the 
G-forces and then train them in basic individual tasks from each of the MOSs as well as collective tasks in basic small-unit tactics, while 
remaining responsive to asymmetrical challenges. During this training, the SFODA must demonstrate its knowledge of UW doctrine and 
operational techniques. Participating in this rigorous and realistic training exercise provides the future Special Forces Soldier with the 
skills and confidence needed to successfully deploy with an SFODA. 

PHASE 5 – Language and Culture AC  RC  O  E
See Special Operations Language Training, Basic Languages (Page46)

SFQC Phase 6 – Graduation and Military Free Fall Parachutist Course AC  RC  O  E
Course Number: 2E-F255/011-F97 Location: Fort Bragg, N.C. Clearance: Secret 
Class Size: 144 Iterations: 6 per year Course Duration: 4 weeks 

Prerequisites: (NOTE: See ATRRS for class dates and other course prerequisites.) 

Course Description: Phase 6 is the final phase and is comprised of five weeks of out processing, the Regimental First Formation 
where students don their green berets for the first time, the graduation ceremony and Military Free Fall Parachutist Course.
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SPECIAL FORCES SUPPORT 

FACT:  MOST SPECIAL OPERATIONS REQUIRE NON-SOF SUPPORT 

Green Berets require highly trained and motivated Soldiers to support current and future operations.  Everything 
these Soldiers do is in support of the SF mission.  Having the ability to work alongside and in support of Green Berets 
can directly impact their mission and allows you to have a unique experience not found in most military units. 

Serving in the SF Support is a great place to start if you are considering SFAS in the future. 

 
SUPPORT POSITIONS 

-  Engineering -  Aviation -  Logistics -  Electronic Warfare 

-  Intelligence -  Medical -  Chemical -  Transportation 

-  Ammunition -  Mechanical -  Maintenance -  Communications 

 

 

ENLIST 
RSP 

Recruit Sustainment  
Program 

BCT 
Basic Combat Training 

AIT 
Advanced  

Individual Training (MOS) 

AIRBORNE 
SCHOOL 

CIVILIANS 

1 2 3 4 

5 

ENLIST 
PSBCT 

PS Basic Combat Training 
(if applicable) 

AIT 
Advanced  

Individual Training (MOS) 

AIRBORNE 
SCHOOL 

1 2 3 4 

PRIOR SERVICE 
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SPECIAL FORCES HISTORY 

The Origin of Special Forces 

 Special operations are nothing new to the American soldier.  Before Green Berets were teaching  
counterinsurgency to foreign armies, there were grim-faced men stalking the enemy in woods and swamps during the 
French and Indian War.  Known as Rogers' Rangers after their commander Major Robert Rogers, they were the first 
of America's unconventional forces.   

 Though the area they lived in was simpler than the present age, the skills necessary to become an elite  
soldier were the same.  Rogers' Rangers fought in terrain that normal men shunned.  They crept up on an enemy with 
the stealth of a slithering snake, and delivered blows with the lethality of a Cobra bite.  "Move fast and hit hard,"  
Rogers told his men, and they obeyed, thereby setting the standard for generations to follow.  

The tradition continued during the American Revolution with Francis Marion, the Swamp Fox who led daring guerrilla 
raids on British forces in South Carolina and Georgia.  His troops harassed the enemy with a success out of all  
proportion to their small numbers because Marion used the element of surprise to its greatest potential.   

 In the Civil War, Colonel John Singleton Mosby of Virginia formed a band of Confederate raiders that became 
the terror of Union generals.  Operating from the outskirts of his enemy's capital, Mosby and 300 select volunteers cut 
off communications and supplies, wrecked railroads and raided headquarters behind enemy lines.  Because of his 
stealth and uncanny ability to avoid capture, Mosby came to be known as the Gray Ghost.  Well-trained and  
well-disciplined, Mosby and his men set a model for guerrilla warfare: weaken the enemy's front line, weaken the  
enemy's infrastructure, and win the support of the people.  

 Mosby accomplished the latter by protecting the local population from plundering Union soldiers and by  
sharing their captured wealth with those in need.  However, it was not until World War II that special operations troops 
finally left their unstoried peripheries and came into their own.  In quick succession, the public soon would come to 
know the names of such units as the Devil's Brigade, Darby's Rangers, Merrill's Marauders, and the Alamo Scouts. 

 
Elite Units of World War II 

 Known more formally as the 1st Special Service Force, the Devil's Brigade was a joint Canadian-American 
venture that began July 9, 1942, at Fort William Henry Harrison, Montana.  Airborne-trained and honed to the  
sharpness of a cold steel blade, the Devil's Brigade saw most of its action in Italy, but also fought in France, where it 
was inactivated in 1944.  Its forte was close-quarter combat against numerically-superior forces, a task which it  
accomplished with a raw power that gave the brigade its nickname. 

 Darby's Rangers was the moniker given to the 1st Ranger Battalion in honor of its commander, Maj. William 
0. Darby.  The unit was activated June 19, 1942, in Carrickfergus, Ireland.  It fought throughout Western Europe, but 
achieved its greatest fame when it scaled the cliffs of Pointe du Hoc as part of the D-Day invasion of Normandy.   
Merrill's Marauders was the title given to Col. Frank D. Merrill's 5307th Composite Unit (Provisional), a 3,000-man 
force that staked out a piece of Burmese jungle and dared the Japanese to challenge it.  They did, and wound up  
losing to the Marauders in five major battles and 17 skirmishes.  The Marauders' greatest feat, and the one that made 
them an inspiration 20 years later to American soldiers once again slogging through Asian jungles, was their march of 
miles through thick Burmese foliage en route to the capture of an airfield at Myitkyina. 

 In the Pacific, Lieutenant General Walter Krueger established a small elite force and called them the Alamo 
Scouts, probably after his native San Antonio.  In perhaps their greatest feat, the Scouts led U.S. Rangers and  
Filipino guerrillas in an attack on a Japanese prison camp at Cabantuan, freeing all 511 allied prisoners there.  Never  
numbering more than 70 volunteers, the Alamo Scouts earned 44 Silver Stars, 33 Bronze Stars and four Soldier's 
Medals by the end of the war.  In nearly 80 hazardous missions, they never lost a man in action. 
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 Besides these organized special operations efforts, a number of U.S. Army officers conducted guerrilla  
operations behind Japanese lines in the Philippines.  Colonel Russell Volckman, who later would play an important 
role in the birth of Special Forces, escaped from the enemy and formed a Filipino guerrilla band in northern Luzon, 
which by 1945 consisted of five regiments.  Major Windell Fertig, a reservist, raised his own guerrilla force that  
ultimately totaled some 20,000 fighters.  These special operations units of the second World War were known as the 
Army's elite.  Their philosophy was simple: shock the enemy with quick strikes and deep thrusts, leaving him  
paralyzed and confused.  

 It was the 20th-century application of principles first formulated by Rogers' Rangers, and it became the basis 
of the modern-day Ranger force.  But at the same time, in areas that even the Devil's Brigade and Darby's Rangers 
never ventured, there was a whole different ball game being played by a whole different team.  It consisted of small 
parachuting units operating behind enemy lines, developing a network of contacts, giving instructions to local fighters, 
and waging guerrilla warfare on a helpless enemy.  It was a new kind of special operations, taking a bit of the Swamp 
Fox and a bit of Mosby, and combining it with new techniques of airborne and guerrilla fighting. There wasn't a name 
for it yet, but the agency that developed it was called the Office of Strategic Services. 

Shadow Warriors: The OSS 

The Office of Strategic Services was the product of William Donovan, an imposing man-mountain of a visionary 
whose propensity for freewheeling activity earned him the nickname of "Wild Bill."  Donovan was tough and smart, a 
veteran of World War I who received the Medal of Honor for heroism on the Western Front in October 1918, and who 
made a fortune as a Wall Street lawyer during the Twenties and Thirties.  When World War II finally erupted in  
Europe and threatened to engulf the United States, Donovan was able to convince President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
that a new type of organization would have to be formed, one that would collect intelligence and wage secret  
operations behind enemy lines.  In 1941, President Roosevelt directed Donovan to form this agency, called the  
Coordinator of Intelligence (COI), and Donovan, who had been a civilian since World War I, was made a colonel.  

 COI blossomed quickly, forming operational sites in England,  North Africa, India, Burma and China. In 1942, 
the agency was renamed the OSS and Donovan became a major general.  The primary operation of the OSS in  
Europe was called the Jedburgh mission.  It consisted of dropping three-man teams into France, Belgium and  
Holland, where they trained partisan resistance movements and conducted guerrilla operations against the  
Germans in preparation for the D-Day invasion.  Other OSS operations took place in Asia, most spectacularly in  
Burma, where OSS Detachment 101 organized 11,000 Kachin tribesmen into a force that eventually killed 10,000 
Japanese at a loss of only 206 of its own.   

 After the war, President Harry S. Truman disbanded the OSS, but not before it had left a legacy still felt  
today.  From its intelligence operations came the nucleus of men and techniques that would give birth to the Central 
Intelligence agency on September 18, 1947. (Indeed, the first directors of the CIA were veterans of the OSS.)  From 
its guerrilla operations came the nucleus of men and techniques that would give birth to the Special Forces.  

 In June 1952, Colonel Aaron Bank and Colonel Russell Volckmann, two OSS operatives who remained in the 
military after the war, worked tirelessly to convince the Army to adopt its own unconventional guerrilla-style force. 
They had an ally in Brigadier General Robert McClure, who headed the Army's psychological warfare staff in the  
Pentagon.  Bank and Volckmann convinced the Army chiefs that there were areas in the world not susceptible to  
conventional warfare, Soviet-dominated Eastern Europe especially, but that would make ideal targets for  
unconventional harassment and guerrilla fighting.   

 Special operations as envisioned by the two men, and by Bank in particular, were a force multiplier: a small 
number of soldiers who could sow a disproportionately large amount of trouble for the enemy.  Confusion would reign 
among enemy ranks and objectives would be accomplished with an extreme economy of manpower.  It was a bold 
idea, one that went against the grain of traditional concepts, but by 1952 the Army was finally ready to embark on a 
new era of unconventional warfare. 
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Special Forces: The Early Years 

 This new organization was dubbed Special Forces, a designation derived from the OSS whose operational 
teams in the field were given the same name in 1944.  The Army allocated 2,300 personnel slots for the unit and  
assigned it to Fort Bragg, North Carolina in the spring of 1952.  Bank went to Fort Bragg to choose a suitable location 
for a Psychological Warfare/Special Forces center.  He chose a remote area of the post known as Smoke Bomb Hill, 
not knowing that within ten years it would become one of the busiest places in the Army.   

 Bank then went about assembling a cadre of officers and NCOs who would serve as the hard-core foundation 
of the new unit, and who would act as a training staff to perpetuate and flesh out the fledgling organization.  He didn't 
want raw recruits.  He wanted the best troops in the Army, and he got them: former OSS officers, airborne troops,  
ex-Ranger troops and combat veterans of World War II and Korea.  They were an unusual lot, a motivated bunch, 
men who were looking for new challenges to conquer - the more arduous the better.  Virtually all spoke at least two 
languages, had at least a sergeant's rank, and were trained in infantry and parachute skills.  They were all volunteers 
willing to work behind enemy lines, and in civilian clothes if necessary.   

 That last item was no small matter.  If caught operating in civilian clothes, a soldier was no longer protected 
by the Geneva Convention and would more than likely be shot on sight if captured.  But these first volunteers didn't 
worry about the risks: they were long accustomed to living with anger.  Many of them had come from Eastern Europe 
where they had fled the tyranny of communist rule at the end of World War II.  After months of intense preparation, 
Bank's unit was finally activated June 19, 1952, at Fort Bragg.  It was designated the 10th Special Forces Group, with 
Bank as commander.  

 On the day of activation, the total strength of the group was ten soldiers, one warrant officer, and eight  
enlisted men. That was soon to change. Within months, the first volunteers reported to the 10th Group by the  
hundreds as they completed the initial phase of their Special Forces training. As soon as the 10th Group became 
large enough, Bank began training his troops in the most advanced techniques of unconventional warfare.  As  
defined by the Army, the main mission of Bank's unit was "to infiltrate by land, sea or air, deep into enemy-occupied 
territory and organize the resistance/guerrilla potential to conduct Special Forces operations, with emphasis on  
guerrilla warfare."  But there were secondary missions as well.  They included deep-penetration raids, intelligence 
missions and counterinsurgency operations.  It was a tall order, one which demanded a commitment to  
professionalism and excellence perhaps unparalleled in American military history.   

 Bank's men were up to the challenge.  They had been through tough training before; their airborne and Rang-
er tabs were proof of that. Working for Special Forces was not going to be simply a rehash of Ranger techniques.  If 
the volunteers didn't appreciate the difference between Rangers and Special Forces when they first signed up, they 
did when they went through Bank's training.  As Bank put it, "Our training included many more complex subjects and 
was geared to entirely different, more difficult, comprehensive missions and complex operations."   

 The Rangers of World War II and Korea had been designed as light-infantry shock troops; their mission was 
to hit hard, hit fast, then get out so larger and more heavily armed units could follow through, much the same as the 
modern Ranger force.  Special Forces, however, were designed to spend months, even years, deep within hostile 
territory. They would have to be self-sustaining.  They would have to speak the language of their target area.  They 
would have to know how to survive on their own without extensive resupply from the outside.   

 After less than a year and a half together as a full Special Forces group, Bank's men proved to the Army's 
satisfaction that they had mastered the skills of their new trade.  On November 11, 1953, in the aftermath of an  
aborted uprising in East Germany, half of the 10th Special Forces Group was permanently deployed to West  
Germany. The other half remained at Fort Bragg, where they were re-designated as the 77th Special Forces Group.  
The split of the 10th and the 77th was the first sign that Special Forces had established themselves as an essential 
part of the Army's basic structure.  
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 For the rest of the 1950s, Special Forces would grow slowly but consistently into a formidable organization. 
On April 1, 1956, 16 soldiers from the 77th were activated as the 14th Special Forces Operational Detachment; in 
June they were sent to Hawaii, and shortly thereafter to Thailand, Taiwan and Vietnam.  Special Forces were now 
casting their glance to the Far East, departing from their previously heavy European orientation. 

 By the end of 1952 the first Special Forces troops to operate behind enemy lines had been deployed to Korea on  
missions that remained classified for nearly 30 years.  Anti-communist guerrillas with homes in North Korea and historical ties to 
Seoul had joined the United Nations Partisan Forces-Korea.  Known in Korean as "fighters of liberty," the UNPFK soon became 
known as "donkeys" by Americans who derived the nickname from the Korean word for liberty, dong-il.  From tiny islands off the 
Korean coast, the Donkeys conducted raids, rescued downed airmen and maintained electronic facilities. Under the guidance of 
the Special Forces and other U.S. cadre, they eventually numbered 22,000 and claimed 69,000 enemy casualties.  

 The activation of the 14th SFOD was shortly followed by three other operational detachments, each designated for Asia 
and the Pacific - the 12th, 13th and 16th.  These were soon combined into the 8231st Army Special Operational Detachment.  On 
June 17, 1957, the 14th and 823rd joined to form the 1st Special Forces Group, stationed in Okinawa and responsible for the Far 
Eastern theater of operation.  By 1958, the basic operational unit of Special Forces had emerged as a 12-man team known as the 
A-detachment or A-team.  Each member of the A-detachment - two officers, two operations and intelligence sergeants, two  
weapons sergeants, two communications sergeants, two medics and two engineers - were trained in unconventional warfare, were 
cross-trained in each others' specialties, and spoke at least one foreign language.  This composition allowed each detachment to 
operate if necessary in two six-man teams, or split-A teams.   

 By the time John F. Kennedy was inaugurated as president in January 1961, the three Special Forces groups - the 10th, 
the 7th (redesignated from the 77th on June 6, 1960) and the 1st - had firmly entrenched themselves as the Army's elite.  With the 
ascension of President Kennedy, word of their prowess spread worldwide.  But even more importantly, Special Forces grew at a 
speed unthinkable to Bank and other SF proponents of the early 1950s.  In 1961, President Kennedy visited Fort Bragg. He  
inspected the 82nd Airborne Division and other conventional troops of the XVIII Airborne Corps and liked what he saw.  But what 
he liked even more were the Special Forces.  As a student of military affairs, President Kennedy had developed an interest in  
counterinsurgency - the art and method of defeating guerrilla movements.  

 As he gazed at the ranks of Special Forces troops, he realized he had the ideal vehicle for carrying out such missions. 
With President Kennedy firmly behind them, new Special Forces groups sprang up with rapidity.  On September 21, 1961, the 5th 
Group was activated followed in 1963 by the 8th Group on April 1, the 6th on May 1, and the 3rd on December 5.  President  
Kennedy's interest in the Special Forces also lead to the September 21, 1961, adoption of the green beret as the official headgear 
of all Special Forces troops.  Until then, the beret had faced an uphill fight in its struggle to achieve official Army recognition.  After 
his visit to Fort Bragg, the president told the Pentagon that he considered the green beret to be "symbolic of one of the highest 
levels of courage and achievement of the United States military."  

 Soon, the green beret became synonymous with Special Forces, so much so that the two terms became interchangeable.  
And, indeed, it was fitting that the men of the Special Forces finally had the right to wear their own headgear because they were 
now on the brink of proving just how courageous and committed they were.  Vietnam was beckoning. 

Special Forces in Vietnam 

 Nam Dong, Lang Vei, Dak To, A Shau, Plei Mei - these were just some of the places Special Forces troops fought and 
died for during their 14-year stay in South Vietnam.  It was a stay that began in June 1956 when the original 16 members of the 
14th Special Forces Operational Detachment entered Vietnam to train a cadre of indigenous Vietnamese Special Forces teams.  
In that same year, on October 21, the first American soldier died in Vietnam - Captain Harry G. Cramer Jr. of the 14th SFOD.  
Throughout the remainder of the 1950s and early 1960s, the number of Special Forces military advisors in Vietnam increased 
steadily.  Their responsibility was to train South Vietnamese soldiers in the art of counterinsurgency and to mold various native 
tribes into a credible, anti-communist threat.  

 During the early years, elements from the different Special Forces groups were involved in advising the South  
Vietnamese.  But in September 1964, the first step was taken in making Vietnam the exclusive operational province of 5th Group 
when it set up its provisional headquarters in Nha Trang. Six months later in February, Nha Trang became the 5th's permanent 
headquarters.  From that point, Vietnam was mainly the 5th’s show until 1971, when it returned to Fort Bragg. 
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 By the time the 5th left Southeast Asia, its soldiers had won 16 of the 17 Medals of Honor awarded to the 
Special Forces in Vietnam, plus one Distinguished Service Medal, 90 Distinguished Service Crosses, 814 Silver 
Stars, 13,234 Bronze Stars, 235 Legions of Merit, 46 Distinguished Flying Crosses, 232 Soldier's Medals, 4,891 Air 
Medals, 6,908 Army Commendation Medals and 2,658 Purple Hearts.  It was a brilliant record, one that was built 
solely on blood and sacrifice.   

 Not to be overlooked, other Special Forces training teams were operating in the 1960s in Bolivia, Venezuela, 
Guatemala, Columbia and the Dominican Republic.  Counter-insurgency forces of the 8th Special Forces Group  
conducted clandestine operations against guerrilla forces, carrying out some 450 missions between 1965 and 1968. 
In 1968, Special Forces were involved in tracking down and capturing the notorious Cuban revolutionary, Che  
Guevara, in the wilds of south-central Bolivia.  Southeast Asia, however, was to remain the Special Forces' primary 
focus. Through their unstinting labors, Special Forces troops eventually established 254 outposts throughout  
Vietnam, many of them defended by a single A-team and hundreds of friendly natives.   

 The Special Forces earned their reputation in places like Song Zoai and Plei Mei, where the Viet Cong and 
North Vietnamese threw everything they had at them but found out that wasn't enough.  They won their Medals of 
Honor in places like Nam Dong, where Captain Roger H.C. Donlon claimed the war's first Medal of Honor for his  
actions on July 5, 1964, when he led Nam Dong's successful defense against a Viet Cong attack, despite sustaining 
a mortar wound to the stomach.  "Pain, the sensation of pain, can be masked by other emotions in a situation like 
that," Donlon recalled.  "I was fighting mad right from the start; I also felt fear from the start ... fear anybody would 
feel. It got to the point where we were throwing the enemy's grenades back at them.  Just picking them up and  
throwing those grenades back before they could blow."   

 Back home in America, a confused public searching for heroes in a strange and unfamiliar war quickly latch 
onto the Special Forces.  John Wayne made a movie about them, Barry Sadler had a number-one hit song, “The  
Ballad of the Green Beret”, and the Green Beret took its place along side the coonskin cap and cowboy hat as one of 
America's Mythic pieces of apparel.  But fighting in remote areas of Vietnam - publicity to the contrary - wasn't the 
only mission of the Special Forces.  They were also responsible for training thousands of Vietnam's ethnic tribesmen 
in the techniques of guerrilla warfare.  They took the Montagnards, the Nungs, the Cao Dei and others and molded 
them into the 60,000-strong Civil Irregular Defense Group (CIDG).   

 CIDG troops became the Special Forces' most valuable ally in battles fought in faraway corners of Vietnam, 
out of reach of conventional back-up forces.  Other missions included civic-action projects, in which Special Forces 
troops built schools, hospitals and government buildings, provided medical care to civilians and dredged canals.  This 
was the flip side of the vicious battles, the part of the war designed to win the hearts and minds of a distant and  
different people. Although the Special Forces drew the allegiance of civilians almost everywhere they went, the war 
as a whole was not as successful.   

 President Lyndon Johnson had committed the first big conventional units to the war in March 1965, when  
Marine battalions landed at Da Nang to provide perimeter security to the air base there.  Then in June, the Army's 
173rd Airborne Brigade entered the country, followed in July by the 1st Air Cavalry Division.  From then on, a  
continual stream of Army and Marine units flowed into Vietnam until they numbered over 500,000 by 1968.  Although 
American conventional forces scored successes in every major battle they fought, there was still no clear end in sight 
to a war many Americans back home regarded as a quagmire.   

 In 1969, after President Richard M. Nixon took office, the United States began its withdrawal from Vietnam, a 
process known as Vietnamization.  Gradually, the Special Forces turned over their camps to the South Vietnamese. 
On March 5, 1971, 5th Group returned to Fort Bragg, although some Special Forces teams remained in Thailand from 
where they launched secret missions into Vietnam.  By the end of 1972, the Special Forces role in Vietnam was over. 
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Special Forces: Since Vietnam 

 The years immediately following Vietnam were lean ones for the Special Forces.  The 3rd, 6th and 8th  
Special Forces groups were inactivated, and there was a general de-emphasis of special operations as the Army  
concentrated once more on conventional warfare, turning its gaze from the jungles of Asia to the well-worn tank paths 
of Europe.  To prevent a further emasculation of their capabilities, Special Forces leaders adopted a program called 
SPARTAN - Special Proficiency at Rugged Training and Nation-building.  

 SPARTAN was designed to demonstrate the multiplicity of talents Special Forces troops possessed, showing 
that they were not outmoded simply because the war was over.  Under the aegis of SPARTAN, the 5th and 7th 
groups worked with Indian tribes in Florida, Arizona and Montana to build roads and medical facilities, and provided 
free medical treatment to impoverished citizens of Hoke and Anson counties in North Carolina. 

 However noble, SPARTAN was not entirely what Special Forces were designed for.  They were designed to train and 
fight unconventional warfare, and as President Ronald W. Reagan took office in 1981, they got that chance once again.  With the 
advent of the Reagan presidency, defense policy received a renewed emphasis.  Special Forces in particular were among the  
beneficiaries of this new attention.  The need for Special Forces capabilities had become apparent with the rise of insurgencies as 
far away as Africa and Asia, and as close to home as Central America.  

 To meet the challenges of a changing world, the Army injected a revitalized esprit into the Special Forces.  The Special 
Forces qualification course was made longer and tougher to see that only the highest-caliber soldiers joined ranks with the Green 
Berets.  In June 1983, the Army authorized a uniform tab for wear on the left shoulder solely by Special Forces troops.  The Army 
established on October 1, 1984, a separate career field for Special Forces.  The warrant officer career field soon followed and on 
April 9, 1987, the Army Chief of Staff established a separate branch of the Army for Special Forces officers.  Despite going through 
numerous changes after Vietnam, the basic element of Special Forces - the A-detachment - has remained largely unchanged. The 
only detachment position to have changed fundamentally is the team executive officer, which is no longer filled by a lieutenant, but 
by a warrant officer with several years of A-detachment experience.   

 During the 1980s, Special Forces teams were deployed to dozens of countries around the globe, facing the challenges of 
foreign internal defense.  Missions varied from training U.S.-allied armies to defend themselves to offering humanitarian aid, like 
medical care and building construction, in remote villages of Third World countries on nearly every continent.  Special Forces 
proved particularly successful in El Salvador and Honduras, preventing civil war in neighboring Nicaragua from spreading beyond 
its borders.  In December 1989, Special Forces were called upon to serve alongside conventional Army units in the Operation Just 
Cause invasion of Panama.  Designated Task Force Black, soldiers from the 7th Special Forces Group, many of whom were  
already stationed in Panama, supported the entire operation by conducting surveillance and implementing blocking tactics.  Task 
Force Black at H-hour secured a bridge at the Pacora River, engaged Panama Defense Forces in an intense fire fight and, despite 
being outnumbered, succeeded in preventing PDF reinforcements from reaching U.S. Rangers. The Green Berets suffered no 
casualty and set a standard of excellence for Special Forces of the 1990s and beyond. 

Special Forces in the 21st Century 

To meet the challenges of the future, Special Forces are training harder than ever before.  They have to.  As conflict continues to 
threaten dozens of U.S. allies throughout the world, the Defense Department looks for an answer more and more to the unique 
training and experience of the Green Berets.  Fort Bragg's John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, where  
prospective Special Forces soldiers are carefully selected, is training more men than ever for Special Forces qualification and  
dangerous tasks like freefall parachuting, escape missions and maritime operations.   

 The June 1990 reactivation of Fort Bragg's 3rd Special Forces Group has brought to five the number of Special Forces 
groups on active-duty status.  Other Special Forces groups are the original 10th Group stationed at Fort Carson, Colorado, with its 
1st Battalion still stationed at Stuggart, Germany;  1st Group at Fort Lewis, Washington, with C Company, 1st Battalion, stationed 
in Okinawa;  5th Group at Fort Campbell, Kentucky; and 7th Group at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.  National Guard units include 
19th and 20th Groups.  These forces are not standing idly by, waiting to be challenged.  They are deployed where the threat of 
conflict is real - in Latin America, Asia, Europe, the Middle East and Africa - training U.S. allies to defend themselves, countering 
the threat of dangerous insurgents, serving as teachers and ambassadors while developing important international relations.  

 They are following the admirable principles of the Special Forces Creed. 
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SPECIAL FORCES CREED 

I am an American Special Forces Soldier! 
 
I will do all that my nation requires of me.  I am a volunteer, knowing well the 
hazards of my profession. 
 
I serve with the memory of those who have gone before me.  I pledge to  
uphold the honor and integrity of their legacy in all that I am - in all that I do. 
 
I am a warrior.  I will teach and fight whenever and wherever my nation  
requires. 
 
I will strive always to excel in every art and artifice of war. 
 
I know that I will be called upon to perform tasks in isolation, far from familiar 
faces and voices.  With the help and guidance of my faith, I will conquer my 
fears and succeed. 
 
I will keep my mind and body clean, alert and strong.  I will maintain my arms 
and equipment in an immaculate state befitting a Special Forces Soldier, for 
this is my debt to those who depend upon me. 
 
I will not fail those with whom I serve.  I will not bring shame upon myself or 
Special Forces. 
 
I will never leave a fallen comrade.  I will never surrender though I am the last.  
 
If I am taken, I pray that I have the strength to defy my enemy. 
 
I am a member of my Nation's chosen soldiery, I serve quietly, not seeking 
recognition or accolades.  My goal is to succeed in my mission - and live to 
succeed again. 
 
De Oppresso Liber 
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OUT OF STATE APPLICANTS 

There are many Soldiers in the 19th Special Forces Group who commute to Utah for the privilege of 
serving in the SF.  The Recruiting Command in Utah has authorized applicant travel money for the 
purpose of enlistment into 19th Group.  This is something that should be heavily discussed with 
SSG Grant as you consider your options as to whether to commute to Utah for drill weekend and 
annual training, once you have completed your initial training requirements. 
 

The enlistment process for out of state applicants requires some additional procedures not common 
to in state applicants, such as scanning and emailing source documents (Birth Certificate, High 
School Diploma, etc.) as well as completing forms for your enlistment packet.  Do not let this factor 
cause you stress or confusion!  We are very familiar with working with out of state candidates and 
will send you examples of form documents with brief and clear instructions. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION IS KEY 

If you are having any issues or are struggling to complete the requirements for enlistment, reach out 
to SSG Grant.  The last thing desired is that you feel alienated or that you are left to figure things out 
without any support.  Always feel free to email, text, or call if you have any questions issues.   
 

Always be honest with your desired timeline!  With regards to scheduling, we will always 
work around your schedule throughout this process.  It can become problematic when candidates 
are not honest about their progress in completing their documents and security clearance  
application after coordination has been made with MEPS, Recruiting Operations, and the Airline. 
It is absolutely ok when things come up that cause a delay, we will work with you! 

 

 

PROCESSING TIPS 

 Scanning Forms/Source Documents - If you do not have access to a scanner, there are 
many smart phone apps for scanning that produce excellent quality results, such as the Adobe 
app.  MEPS will not accept pictures of documents (especially when your fingers are wrapped 
around your drivers license!)  

 

 Security Clearance Errors - You must be thorough when completing your Security  
Clearance Application.  Common mistakes that delay completing the application are:  
missing middle names, missing phone numbers, missing references, and using a reference more 
than once.  Know that you will have to be intentional about retracing your work, employment, and 
education history timelines. 
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